Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 11/20/19

- Michael Estrin is the new System Management WG lead. Congrats Michael!
- WG teams are going to be required to create Swagger documents and post them to Swaggerhub for all their service APIs for Geneva.
  - See Robin/Cloud if you need a Swagger design tool (provided by Swaggerhub)
  - Swaggerhub can push to Github if needed (but not the other way around right now).
- ARM issues and failures game plan:
  - Test/QA and Security to provide DevOps with formula for reproducing ARM related failure in CI/CD
  - DevOps is going to do some root cause analysis in order to know what we need to fix/address this issue
  - Jim to research ARM resource options @ Akraiino, Linaro and IIC. LF Edge is also setting up project group to explore common needs
- Core WG has a several architect and development topics coming up in the WG meeting (Thursday’s 10am CST). All WGs are encourage to attend because there are a number of cross-cutting concerns to be discussed.
- Pipeline training available online via DevOps WG meeting recording
- Nexus Upgrade was completed successfully. This should help with caching issues in Go Modules and speed up build.
- Certification and Device Service WG looking to swap time slots but this has not been finalized yet. Iain and Rodney to finalize.
- Test QA WG is looking to swap meeting time with Marketing WG, but this is also not accomplished yet.
- A new “China Project” is being established under Vertical Solutions Group.
- Many of the WG meetings for next week Nov 25-29 are cancelled due to US Thanksgiving Holiday. TSC meeting is cancelled for next week (Nov 27th).
- ObjectBox’s request to be on EdgeX Market page on website. TSC recommended putting work like this on the Vendors list (www.edgexfoundry.org/about/vendors) versus the market page with is members only. Jim to communicate with ObjectBox.
  - Recommendation to work with marketing committee to clarify the differences to these two areas of the website
  - May need disclaimer on one or both parts of the website
- Fuji release is out! Thanks to all the great work community.
- We need to get a date setup for the pre-wire/architect’s face-to-face for Hanoi release (spring 2020).
  - TSC preference was to hold on the east coast (Boston) for Hanoi but alternate to Europe on future meetings
  - Jim on point to organize